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Act: One Scene: Two 
Character: Hamlet 

 

O, that this too too solid flesh would melt, 

Thaw and resolve itself into a dew, 

Or that the Everlasting had not fixed 

His canon 'gainst self-slaughter. O God, God, 

How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable 

Seem to me all the uses of this world! 

Fie on't, ah fie, 'tis an unweeded garden 

That grows to seed, things rank and gross in nature 

Possess it merely. That it should come to this! 

But two months dead – nay, not so much, not two – 

So excellent a king, that was to this 

Hyperion to a satyr, so loving to my mother 

That he might not beteem the winds of heaven 

Visit her face too roughly – heaven and earth, 

Must I remember? why, she would hang on him 

As if increase of appetite had grown 

By what it fed on, and yet, within a month – 

Let me not think on't; frailty, thy name is woman –
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Hamlet Notes and Activities created by the RSC 
Act: One Scene: Two 
Character: Hamlet 
 
 
About the speech 
Hamlet is a story of a young prince unwillingly caught up in a tangle of murder and revenge at the Danish Court. 
Prince Hamlet’s father, King Hamlet of Denmark, has died and very soon after his funeral his mother has been 
remarried – to Hamlet’s uncle, Claudius. Hamlet is upset over both his father’s death and his mother’s quick 
remarriage. At the new royal couple’s first appearance in public King Claudius explains his hasty marriage. He and 
Queen Gertrude notice and question Hamlet’s bad mood. Claudius calls him ‘son’ which Hamlet does not like.  
 
In this speech he talks about his great unhappiness and compares earlier times with the present situation. He is so 
upset by his father’s death and his mother’s marriage to his uncle that he wants to die, “O, that this too too solid 
flesh would melt”, wishing that his Christian faith did not forbid suicide, “the Everlasting had not fixed/His canon 
‘gainst self-slaughter.” He uses very sad and downbeat words to describe life: “weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable”. 
He sees the world as “an unweeded garden” occupied by “things rank and gross in nature”. He mourns his father’s 
death by remembering his father as “so excellent a king”, before becoming angry at his mother for her hasty, “within 
a month” marriage to his uncle. In this speech Hamlet thinks suicidal thoughts, mourns his father’s death, and rages 
at his mother’s marriage. 
 
 
 
How actors work 
During rehearsals, directors and actors often investigate the background of the play and character they are bringing 
to life. Shakespeare often highlights events happening in Elizabethan England through the language, characters and 
plots of his plays. Understanding the context in which these plays were written will help you make interesting 
choices about how to perform a particular speech. Actors also connect the character they are playing with their own 
experiences and the world around them. 
 
Sixteenth and seventeenth century England was a religious country. In this speech Hamlet mentions suicide for the 
first time. What were the rules about suicide in that day and age? 
 
 
 
Performance Suggestions 
There are many ways that you can perform the speech. During rehearsals, actors will look at the words in the 
speech for clues about how the character is feeling. Four key words  are repeated in this speech – “God”, “two”, 
”heaven” and ”fie”. Think how these words highlight Hamlet’s emotions. 
 
Actors and directors have many different choices when approaching Hamlet. Different productions highlight different 
aspects of his character – a student, a son mourning his father, a royal prince, etc. Try this speech playing him as if 
he is: 
 

•  a dignified prince  
•  a grief-stricken teenager   
•  an angry rebel  
•  a son furious with his mother 

 
Take a look at the language of the speech and try mixing these different choices to see which ones work best for 
specific moments. 


